
Our Mission
SALON Theatre Productions is a 
theatre-based arts organization that 
works at the intersection of art and 
history. We combine theatre, music 
and digital media with history and 
social studies in a cross-curricular 
approach that engages youth in a 
conversation about our heritage 
and the way we are governed. Our 
educational programming aims to lead 
students toward becoming responsible, 
active citizens who are critically 
thoughtful and informed. We provide 
a framework for students to engage 
with, evaluate, and draw conclusions 
from the diverse perspectives that 
make up this nation.

The Show
For his part in the expansion of 
Canada from sea to shining sea, 
John A. Macdonald faces charges 
of Cheating, Misleading, and 
Mistreating. While awaiting trial, 
he shares his cell with a mysterious 
figure who looks at Canada’s history 
in a very different way. This exciting 
one-hour production takes us through 
the Court of Canadian History. The 
audience is the jury; John A’s fate is 
in the students’ hands. In SALON’s 
trademark musical theatre style, The 
Trial of John A. is yet another example 
of our commitment to a nuanced 
and balanced conversation about our 
heritage, delivered directly to those 
that matter most: young Canadians in 
schools across the country.

Workshop Programming
We bring our studio to you with an 
opportunity for our talented team 
of teaching artists to implement 
our education through the arts 
programming right in your classroom. 
We offer fully-developed unit plans 
that cover Drama, Media Studies, 
and Social Studies curriculum. 
Our program includes a half day 
of workshops with our company, 
supplementary lesson plans, and 
assessment tools. We look forward to 
creating projects with your students 
and sharing them Canada-wide 
through our online Macdonald 
Library.

After two national tours running to the east and west ends of Canada, SALON Theatre comes back 
home to perform our highly acclaimed production of The Trial of John A. in Ontario classrooms.

“The best teaching moment in the show was when the students had to 
decide for themselves whether John A. was guilty or not guilty. They 
were able to analyze the info for themselves. It was a great show that 

included a huge range of curriculum. Loved the music!” 

- Malorie Valliere, Teacher, St. James School, Calgary

Find all the supplimentary 
resources you might need online

www.macdonaldlibrary.com

“The presentation allowed students to think, especially with the 
way questions were posed and woven into the presentation. This is 

definitely one of the most professional and comprehensive educational 
experiences for students. I will definitely be referring this to others. 

10+ out of 10.”                          
- Janice Anderson, Principal, Westbrook School, Edmonton

2016 School Tour



“Been teaching 22 years and this was tops!” 
 - Gerry Hawkes, Teacher, Johnny 

Bright School, Edmonton

Citizenship Education

At SALON, we firmly believe that 
building a strong sense of citizenship in 
Canadian students is paramount in Social 
Studies education. It is our mandate to 
help students of all ages to understand 
and participate in the communities that 
surround them. Our mandate adheres 
closely to the Citizenship Education 
Framework as it is outlined in the primary, 
junior, intermediate, and secondary 
Social Studies curricula. Our theatrical 
productions and workshops are developed 
alongside the Ontario Social Studies 
Curriculum to reflect many of its values and 
to employ learning approaches being used 
in classrooms throughout the province. 

Workshops for Junior, Intermediate, and Secondary 
Students

We also present the option of classroom workshops for three 
different levels of education. Employing an interdisciplinary 
approach, we cover specific expectations across three different 
subject areas.
F  Junior: Social Studies, Media Studies, Drama
F  Intermediate: History, Media Studies, Drama
F  Secondary: Canadian Studies, Media Studies, Drama
After a morning performance, we will spend the rest of the day 
with up to three different classes at your school. We employ the 
first part of a 5 day unit plan and give teachers the plans and 
materials to follow up. The finished projects can be shared with 
other classrooms throughout Canada in our online education 
forum. This process can be catered to the needs of each 
classroom. 

Curriculum Connections from K-12

Our current show covers specific subject 
matter that is dealt with in grades 3, 
5, 6, 7, 8, and 10 though we strive to 
encompass more than the specific curricular 
expectations for those grades. Our show 
considers concepts of disciplinary thinking 
such as Continuity and Change, Cause 
and Consequence, Interrelationships, 
Historical Perspective, and Significance. 
The exploration of these universal concepts 
enriches learning at every grade level.

History Through The Arts

With theatre we are able to make sense of past events in 
an accessible manner. Students are able to see important 
figures from the past in a place other than their textbooks. 
The performance brings a human element to our history 
where students experience historical characters thinking, 
interacting, and reacting. The performance transports these far 
away figures to a place where audiences can sympathize with 
them. Our theatrical approach looks to reach a high level of 
engagement from students. Our performances are interactive, 
we lead a discussion after each show, and we bring workshop 
programming into your classroom. All of our programs are 
implemented by our Professional Theatre Artists, who not only 
perform the show, but also research, write, and produce all of 
our original content. We are actors, historians, and teachers with 
an unprecedented degree of investment in our content and its 
delivery.   

For more about SALON’s 2016 School Tour, contact Education Officer, 
Patrick Charlebois-Downes, BAH, B.Ed. at education@salontheatre.ca or (613) 767-8178 

To learn more about SALON Theatre Productions, 
visit our website www.salontheatre.ca



40 SCHOOLS | 5 PUBLIC SHOWS | 20+ HRS PERFORMING FOR VIA RAIL CUSTOMERS

This year, SALON Theatre Productions took our original show, The Trial of John A., from coast to coast. Heading west 
from Kingston, Ontario we performed at schools, community centers, historical sites, and even an Olympic venue. Once 
we reached Vancouver Island, we boarded a VIA rail train that took us all the way across Canada to the Maritimes.

F Our biggest school tour yet was a huge success. As the actors were crossing the country,     
    SALON was still getting calls for new bookings. 
F Our partnership with the Queen’s University Faculty of Education allowed us to rehearse our  
    show with educators. We used their feedback to tailor our performance and to help shape our 
    acting company’s discussion with students after the show.
F The pre-show packages sent to schools allowed teachers and students to experience our 
    performance with a foundation of knowledge that was built upon during the show. 
F During a question and answer period after each show, students were able to use appropriate  
    vocabulary to articulate their own ideas regarding some of the complex concepts we explored    
    during the show.

F We recieved media coverage in every province we visited in 
print, radio and podcast.
F We booked a new school after a teacher heard one CBC 
interview in Winnipeg.
F We garnered additional media attention online, with 
people like Calgary Mayor, Naheed Nenshi retweeting 
our posts.  
F Our actors created 6 new videos that can be found online 
and used in the classroom.

Students were so engaged that no one asked to use the 
washroom or noticed that they had missed recess!  Our 
grade 2 students were using the guilty/not guilty frame 
as an introduction to persuasive writing! Your actors 
were amazing and very accommodating.  

~ Principal, Clifton Elementary School, Winnipeg Manitoba

“I was able to watch both performances 
actually and I thought they were fantastic! 
We were really impressed by the content 
and liked how it got the audience to ask 
themselves some good questions.”

~ Carolina Miranda-Villa, 
Events & Experience Coordinator, 

Canada Place,Vancouver, British Columbia 

“We were really impressed with Salon Theatre 
and the wonderful five actors that visited 
Ross Bay Villa...Their friendly, cheerful 
demeanour, coupled with their obvious talent, 
and excellent preparation, made for a great 
afternoon.”

~Stuart Stark, Ross Bay Villa Board Memeber,
Victoria British Columbia

“@SALONTheatre just listened to your show 
on the via train! It was totally
 unexpected and awesome! :D”

~Helen Snow @artsysnowgirl,
Passenger on VIA Rail, 

Sent from Twitter

2015 NATIONAL TOUR 
A Summary


